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Public comment on land use
From: Fred Klein [mailto:fklein@orcasonline.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 5:38 PM
To: Erika Shook <erikas@sanjuanco.com>
Subject: CP Update ‐ Eastsound UGA Boundaries
Fred R. Klein
POB 1089
Eastsound, WA 98245
October 14, 2017
Ms. Erika Shook, Director
San Juan County Department of Community Development
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
Re: SJC Comprehensive Plan Update
Boundaries of Eastsound UGA
TP# 271223 009000
Erika,
This is a follow up to my email and letter dated October 1 wherein I attempted to buttress my claim that the above-referenced parcel fits the GMA definition
of land “characterized by urban growth”, was served by urban-level services (namely sewer), and belonged within the Eastsound UGA before other lands not
served by sewer were included therein. I did so by citing portions of one of the FDOs issued by the Western Washington Growth Management Hearings
Board in cases filed about fifteen years ago.
Today I would like to further buttress that claim by bringing to your attention certain exhibits prepared by EDAW, SJC’s planning consultant, which was
hired to assist in the establishment of the final UGA boundaries after the October, 2000 “interim boundaries” were deemed by the WWGMHB to be noncompliant with the GMA. The scope of EDAW’s study and analysis was limited to ONLY those lands which were included within those “interim boundaries”
so their work did NOT reach the question as to whether or not certain lands outside of the UGA should have been included with it.
Nonetheless, EDAW’s analysis included the preparation of several exhibits describing the entire Eastsound Subarea in terms of: Platted Densities (Fig. 4.6),
and Existing Eastsound Land Use (Fig. 1.2). Indeed, EDAW’s exhibits suggest that the portion of the North Shore, served by sewer, platted and developed at
“low density urban levels” to the east and north of my 30 acre parcel (which, though undeveloped, the WWGMHB has deemed to be “characterized by urban
growth” due to its adjacency to the small-lot subdivision known as Giffen’s N. Beach Addition) belongs within the UGA.
As for the EDAW exhibit, Assumed Future Land Use (Fig. 4.5), EDAW offers no explanation for the gross inconsistency between this exhibit and Figures 1.2
and 4.6
I bring these EDAW exhibits to your attention along with my commentary which was originally written as part of my testimony before the SJC Board of
County Commissioners in 2002…four pages are attached hereto which I trust you will open, read, and ponder their implications.
Respectfully,
Fred
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